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Swinton Park Hotel


Bedrooms and suites


  


   Book online  
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Departure date 
Guests Adults: 
Children: 


Book





Beautiful, opulent and relaxing


  


There are forty-two exquisitely appointed suites and bedrooms at the Swinton Park Hotel and the Coach House.
Rooms are beautifully furnished to the highest standards with en-suite bathroom, spacious bedrooms and a perfect blend of antique furnishings, opulent fabrics and contemporary styling.
Bringing the whole clan? Many of our rooms and suites can interconnect, providing families with children of all ages lots of options for sleeping arrangements.
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From £545


Signature Suites




  


 Swinton Park Hotel is home to four, spectacular Signature Suites: Wensleydale, Colsterdale, The Turret and York. 
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From £465


Suites




  


 We have three beautifully appointed Suites, each uniquely and sumptuously furnished with beautiful bathrooms, sitting rooms and fabulous views. 
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From £430


Dukes Rooms




  


 There are seven Dukes Rooms and a Signature Dukes Room at Swinton Park, with beautiful large bedrooms, opulent bathrooms and stunning views. 
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From £385


Earls Rooms




  


 With eight beautifully furnished bedrooms, each boasting comfortable seating areas and opulent bathrooms, our Earls Rooms also have sweeping views of Swinton’s gardens and grounds. 
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From £335


Barons Rooms




  


 Choose from eleven Barons Rooms, from those offering more traditional opulence in the Castle at Swinton Park; to the more contemporary opulence of Barons rooms in the Coach House. 
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From £300


Baroness Rooms




  


 Baroness Rooms are Swinton Park’s dedicated wellness bedrooms, created with thoughtful details to make for a restful night’s sleep; wellness bedding, pillow mist and bath salts. 
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From £255


Knights Rooms




  


 Fabulously appointed, with beautiful bathrooms. Choose from Bedale, Jervaulx, Swaledale, Fearby or Ilton. 















Accessibility


  


Swinton Park Hotel provides a range of accessible facilities so all guests can enjoy their visit. Within the Castle building, there is step-free access to the reception rooms, snooker room, boot room, dining room, bar and 15 of the 32 bedrooms, with a lift providing access to those rooms on upper floors. The Coach House features a fully compliant, ground-floor DDA bedroom (Ilton room) and bathroom with ramp access.


   More details  






Enhance your stay


  


Upgrade your stay with any of our red carpet level experiences.




   Enhance your stay  





   Book online  


Call our friendly reservations team on 01765 680900 or email reservations@swintonestate.com.
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   Become a friend of Swinton Estate  
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Manage Cookie Consent
 


To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
    Functional    Functional  Always active       The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
     Preferences   Preferences       The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
     Statistics   Statistics       The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
     Marketing   Marketing       The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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Book online using the links above or contact our friendly reservations team on 01765 680900 and reservations@swintonestate.com.




   

  


                                    